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Hankook, Broken Roots 
 
Adoption, racism, integration and parent-son relationship are found in an exciting journey 
between two different cultures. 
Soon after coming of age, Kevin, a young boy adopted by a couple from Monza, is 
overwhelmed by a series of events that convince him to brave a journey back to Korea, the place 
where he was born and where he had spent the first three years of his life.  
 
Backed up by his family, Kevin leaves in search of himself, but mostly of his biological mother 
and the reasons why she had abandoned him.  
«Hankook, Radici spezzate» (Hankook, Broken Roots) is a brilliant show following the tradition of 
the monologo di narrazione (narrative monologue), written, directed and performed by 
Emmanuel Galli. The show offers the possibility to ponder on the topics of adoption, integraton 
and racism and the journey back in time to a public with no age limitations. This show projects 
the viewer in a journey full of emotions and images and highlights the beauty of the act of love 
that is adoption.   

 
 
Emmanuel Galli is an Italian Actor, Director and Producer, born in 1993 in Milan. He has Southkoreans 
origins but he was adopted by Italian parents from Varese when he was 7 months old. He graduated at 
the European Union Academy of theatre and cinema in Rome, and then he attended several masters, and 
courses in Milan and London.  
Emmanuel acted in several Italian tv series, movies and music video. “Hankook, Broken Roots” is 
Emmanuel’s show which has actually reached 53 reruns across Italy. In 2017 Emmanuel Founded CREG 
Acting School which actually has 94 students. In 2020 Emmanuel founded CREG Production S.r.l., A Video 
& Photo Production, Graphic Design, 3D Animation, Web design, Social Media Marketing and 
Cine&STUDIOS Rental Company. http://emmanuelgalli.it/ 


